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ABSTRACT

For most real-time implementations of deep artificial neural
networks, both weights and intermediate layer activations
have to be stored and loaded for processing. Compression
of both is often advisable to mitigate the memory bottle-
neck. In this paper, we propose a bit allocation framework
for compressing the weights and activations of deep neural
networks. The differentiability of input-output relationships
for all network layers allows us to relate the neural network
output accuracy to the bit-rate of quantized weights and layer
activations. We formulate a Lagrangian optimization frame-
work that finds the optimum joint bit allocation among all
intermediate activation layers and weights. Our method ob-
tains excellent results on two deep neural networks, VGG-16
and ResNet-50. Without requiring re-training, it outperforms
other state-of-the-art neural network compression methods.

Index Terms— Deep Learning, Coding, Compression.

1. INTRODUCTION

Deep Neural Networks [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] (DNNs) have become the
state-of-the-art techniques for many computer vision tasks.
However, DNNs often have millions of parameters and are
computationally demanding. The high memory and compu-
tation cost makes it challenging to deploy DNNs on resource-
limited mobile devices. One of the ways to mitigate this issue
is compression of DNN weights. With millions of parame-
ters defining the deep cascade of convolutional and fully con-
nected layers, these weights cannot be kept in cache but have
to be loaded from off-chip memory when needed. Similarly,
the intermediate layer activations have to be stored and re-
loaded. The volume of both should be reduced as much as
possible to mitigate the memory bottleneck that might other-
wise slow down processing. It is not surprising that neural
network compression has received considerable attention in
the last few years [6-27].

In this paper, we study the impact of quantization of both
weights and activations on the performance of neural net-
works. We show how to minimize the performance loss due to
quantization while achieving the lowest possible bit-rate with-
out re-training the quantized neural networks, which would

be computationally expensive. Most prior works only quan-
tize (or prune) the weights of a neural network while keeping
the floating-point representation of the activations. However,
for many state-of-the-art neural networks, the data volume as-
sociated with the activations is not negligible. Thus, our work
considers the problem of compressing both weights and acti-
vations in a joint framework.

The main novelty of this paper is summarized as follows.
We first analyze how quantization affects the performance of
neural networks. We find the relationship between the quan-
tization of weights and activations and the output error of a
neural network and then formulate our compression frame-
work as an optimization problem to minimize this output er-
ror. While quantizing and encoding each layer’s weights and
activations independently, we assign unequal bit-rate to dif-
ferent layers. Compared with equal bit allocation in prior
proposals, our unequal bit allocation strategy reduces the out-
put error of the quantized neural networks while maintaining
the same average bit-rate. We propose an efficient method to
solve the bit allocation problem using a Lagrangian formula-
tion. The proposed method finds the Pareto-optimal bit allo-
cation in polynomial time. We evaluate the proposed com-
pression framework on two deep neural networks, VGG-16
[2] and ResNet-50 [4]. Our method does not require com-
putationally expensive re-training. Without re-training, our
scheme outperforms other state-of-the-art DNN compression
methods over the ImageNet [28] dataset.

Few prior proposals have discussed the compression of
intermediate activation layers [12, 16, 14, 26, 27] and none
analyze the quantization of weights and activations in a com-
mon framework. To the best of our knowledge, our work is
the first paper to jointly analyze the quantization of weights
and activations and solve the bit allocation problem using a
Lagrangian formulation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 analyzes the impact of quantization. Section 3 develops
our bit allocation framework for weights and activations. Sec-
tion 4 reports experimental results on the performance of our
scheme and compares it with methods previously proposed in
the literature.
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Fig. 1: Demonstration of the output error additivity when quantizing two layers of weights or activations in VGG-16 [2]. The
figures from left to right are: (a) quantizing weights in layer 5 and weights in layer 10; (b) quantizing activations in layer 5 and
activations in layer 10; (c) quantizing weights in layer 5 and activations in layer 10.

2. ANALYSIS OF QUANTIZATION IMPACT

In this paper, we adopt uniform scalar quantization of each
layer’s weights and activations, followed by entropy coding
of the quantization index. The quantizer stepsize is individ-
ually chosen for each weight layer and each activation layer.
LetWi denote the weights of layer i andAi denote the activa-
tions of layer i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ L where L is the total number
of layers. Given neural networkF and input image I , we have
output vector V = F(I). If we quantize the weights Wi, we
obtain a modified output vector V̂ . The output error caused
by quantizing Wi is defined as the expectation of squared Eu-
clidean distance between original output V and modified out-
put V̂ divided by the dimension of V

DWi

F =
E(d(V, V̂ ))

dim(V )
(1)

where E(.) denotes the expectation operator and d(X,Y ) is
the squared Euclidean distance between vectors X and Y .
Correspondingly, we haveDAi

F denote the output error caused
by quantization of activations Ai for all 1 ≤ i ≤ L.

2.1. Additivity of Output Error

Let DF denote the output error caused by quantizing all
layer’s weights and activations. We expect that DF equals
the sum of all output error due to the quantization of individ-
ual layer’s weights and activations

DF = DW1

F + ...+DWL

F +DA1

F + ...+DAL

F . (2)

Figure 1 illustrates the additivity of the output error caused by
quantizing two layers of weights or activations. The vertical
axis in Figure 1 represents the output error when quantizing
two layers simultaneously. The horizontal axis represents the

sum of output error caused by quantizing each layer individu-
ally. The data points in Figure 1 are all very close to the diago-
nal, meaning that the additivity property holds. This property
can be shown mathematically by linearizing the quantization
error of weights and activations using Taylor series expansion
as the neural network is continuously differentiable and the
quantization error can be considered as small deviations.

3. BIT ALLOCATION OPTIMIZATION

Let RWi and RAi denote the total bit-rates of weights and
activations in the i-th layer, respectively. According to (2),
the output error of quantizing all layers’ weights and activa-
tions is the sum of the output error caused by quantizing each
layer’s weights and activations individually. The bit alloca-
tion framework is thus formulated as

argmin
RWi ,RAi

DW1

F +DA1

F + ...+DWL

F +DAL

F

s.t. RW1 +RA1 + ...+RWL +RAL = RTotal
(3)

where RTotal is the total number of bits needed to represent
the weights and activations of all layers. Our goal is to find the
optimum bit allocation {RWi}Li=1 and {RAi}Li=1 to minimize
output error within a constrained total bit budget for weights
and activations.

3.1. Pareto-optimal Bit Allocation

We use a classical Lagrangian rate-distortion formulation to
find the optimum bit allocation. Our Lagrangian cost function
is

J =
∑
i

(DWi

F +DAi

F )− λ ·
∑
i

(
RWi +RAi). (4)

By setting the partial derivatives of J with respect to RWi

and RAj to zero, we obtain
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Fig. 2: The results of state-of-the-art methods on VGG-16
[2] over ImageNet [28] dataset. The total size of weights and
activations of original VGG-16 is 579 MB.

∂DWi

F
∂RWi

=
∂D

Aj

F
∂RAj

= λ (5)

for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ L. The above equation expresses the intu-
itively pleasing insight that the slopes of output error vs rate
functions for weights and activations of each layer have to be
equal. This is exactly the well-known Pareto condition for
optimal resource allocation in economics. (5) holds, as long
as the output error contributions DWi

F and DAi

F are additive,
ratesRWi andRAi are additive, the functionsDWi

F (RWi) and
DAi

F (RAi) are convex and the resulting RWi , RAi > 0. It
does not make assumptions about the specific quantization or
coding scheme used.

4. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluate our method on two state-of-the-art neural net-
works VGG-16 [2] and ResNet-50 [4] over the ImageNet [28]
validation dataset with 224x224 input image resolution. The
total number of values to be stored and loaded from memory
for VGG-16 is 151M with 138M weights and 13M activa-
tions. The total number of weights and activations in ResNet-
50 is 30M with 22M weights and 8M activations.

The comparisons in our experiments include Binarized
Weight Network (BWN) [8], Ternary Weight Network (TWN)
[9], Incremental Network Quantization (INQ) [10], Fine-
grained Quantization (FGQ) [11], Integer Arithmetic-only
Inference (IAOI) [12], Adaptive Quantization (AQ) [13],
Compression Learning by In-parallel Quantization (CLIP-Q)
[17], Symmetric Quantization (SYQ) [18], and Two-bit Shift
Quantization (TBSQ) [19].

We adopt the standard Tensorflow implementation of
VGG-16 and ResNet-50 provided by the SLIM library. The
original VGG-16 and ResNet-50 in our method have 70.8%
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Fig. 3: The results of state-of-the-art methods on ResNet-50
[4] over ImageNet [28] dataset. The total size of weights and
activations of original ResNet-50 is 116 MB.

and 75.2% top-1 image classification accuracy on the Ima-
geNet validation dataset, respectively.

4.1. Effectiveness of Unequal Bit Allocation

We show the performance of equal bit allocation as a baseline
to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed unequal bit allo-
cation strategy. Equal bit allocation uses the same bit-width
for all layers’ weights and activations. For a fair comparison,
we also perform entropy coding to encode the quantization
index for equal bit allocation. As shown in Figs. 2 and Figure
3, there is a large gap between the results of our method and
the results of equal bit allocation. Unequal bit allocation is
much more effective.

4.2. Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the results of state-of-the-art
methods on VGG-16 [2] and ResNet-50 [4] over ImageNet
[28] dataset. Our method achieves excellent results on both
VGG-16 and ResNet-50. On VGG-16, our method has no
accuracy loss at 4x compression rate when weights and acti-
vations are 8 bits on average and only loses 0.2% accuracy at
8x compression rate when weights and activations are 4 bits
on average. In particular, the accuracy loss on VGG-16 of
our method is less than 1% even though weights and activa-
tions are compressed into 3 bits on average. On ResNet-50,
our method loses 0.4% at 4x compression rate when weights
and activations are 8 bits on average and loses 1.0% at 8x
compression rate when weights and activations are 4 bits
on average. Our method outperforms others except TBSQ
[19] on VGG-16. After re-training, TBSQ achieves 71.7%
top-1 accuracy on VGG-16, which is higher than the result
of original model (70.8%). But on ResNet-50, our method is
better than TBSQ. Without re-training, our method achieves
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Fig. 4: The bit allocation on VGG-16 [2] when weights and
activations are compressed into 3 bits on average. The output
error in (a) and (b) are 3.71 and 3.57, which is the result on
five hundred testing images randomly selected from the Ima-
geNet [28] dataset.

high compression rate on VGG-16 [2] and ResNet-50 [4] and
outperforms other state-of-the-art methods.

4.3. Bit Allocation across Layers

Figs. 4 and 5 show the bit allocation on VGG-16 [2] and
ResNet-50 [4] when weights and activations are compressed
to 3 bits on average. We do not quantize the last layer of
activations. In Figure 4(a) and Figure 5(a), bit allocation for
weights and activations is performed separately, and in Figure
4(b) and Figure 5(b), bit allocation for weights and activations
is performed jointly.

Joint bit allocation for both weights and activations can
obtain smaller output error. For example, the output error in
Figure 4(a) is 3.71 when the bit allocation for weights and
activations is performed separately. While the output error in
Figure 4(b) drops to 3.57 when the bit allocation for weights
and activations is performed jointly. Besides, we can see that
the bit-rates of weights in Figure 4(b) are slightly smaller than
the bit-rates of weights in Figure 4(a). Conversely, the bit-
rates of activations in Figure 4(b) are slightly larger than the
bit-rates of activations in Figure 4(a). This shows that the joint
bit allocation framework adjusts the bit-rates across the layers
of weights and activations to lower the overall output error.
Figure 4(c) and Figure 5(c) show the total rate of weights and
activations per layer when performing separate bit allocation
and joint bit allocation.
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Fig. 5: The bit allocation on ResNet-50 [4] when weights
and activations are compressed into 3 bits on average. The
output error in (a) and (b) are 1.97 and 1.88, which is the
result on five hundred testing images randomly selected from
the ImageNet [28] dataset.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a novel bit allocation frame-
work for compression of both weights and activations of deep
neural network. The output error due to the quantization of
individual layer’s weights and activations is additive, as are
the bits used to represent each layer. Building on this obser-
vation, our framework adjusts the bit-rates across the layers
of weights and activations to minimize the total output er-
ror of the neural network and finds the Pareto-optimum bit
allocation by using a Lagrangian formulation. This unequal
bit allocation strategy is not only computationally straightfor-
ward and very fast, it is also much more effective than equal
bit allocation and can obtain excellent results. Unlike com-
peting methods, it does not require re-training, which is com-
putationally very expensive and might not even be possible, if
the original training data are not available. On both VGG-16
and ResNet-50, our method obtains more than 8x compres-
sion rate with only minor accuracy loss (less than 1%) and
outperforms other state-of-the-art methods.
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